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While the V debate grows more divided, those with adverse reactions get stuck in the middle. A compassionate exploration of the nuanced vaccine debate.

"Anecdotals," has been made available for free with no ads so that it is easily accessible for everyone. Any support you can give will go towards marketing and expenses from making the movie. (Even the 
price of a movie ticket would help.)

Contributions can be made at:
PayPal: https://paypal.me/AnecdotalsMovie
Venmo: @SharpQlms
SnailMail: Anecdotals, c/o Jennifer Sharp, PO Box 661094, LA, CA 90066
For Zelle address, email to receive information - anecdotalsmovie@gmail.com

Visit the website for more information or to learn how to host your own screening:
https://www.AnecdotalsMovie.com

IF THIS VIDEO GETS REMOVED, VIEW IT ON ODYSEE:
https://odysee.com/@AnecdotalsMovie:3...
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Sort by

John Allen 2 weeks ago

It's amazing to me that people continue to trust big pharma.

187 Reply

12 replies

Elizabeth Jones 5 days ago

And the clown show otherwise known as the CDC. And the FDA. And HSS.

19 Reply

FreespeechRG 5 days ago

I have not trusted pharma companies, the FDA, the CDC, the EPA, the FCC, the US govt, The FBI, the CIA, the NSA, and every other us govt organization and even the mainstream conventional 
medicine community in over 12 years. Couldn’t be happier about my decision to go that route. 

It all started for me when I started researching nutritional recommendations from the US govt and dietitians and then digging into the himsy, corrupted science behind them. …

That led to a rabbit hole that has never stopped for me and the shot I have uncovered I can never unsee and un-know.  As long as these institutions remain the way they are today I’ll never trust 
them.  A complete and total tear down and rebuild of our govt and govt organizations would have to happen for me to even CONSIDER trusting them again.14

Read more

Reply

jancio2002 5 days ago

It's amazing they believe in propaganda based on YT Qlms instead on data and reasearch.

Reply

Vanessa Price 4 days ago

 @FreespeechRG  wait until childhood cancer protocols get debunked.

1 Reply

Ben R. 15 hours ago

Pharma is not alone. They depend on the medical profession and on the government for their business model to work. You could call it the "medical-industrial complex". You and I are still free 
to think for ourselves and to stay independently healthy.

5 Reply

willem feather 4 hours ago

Dependency is not the same as trust.

Reply

Show more replies

philipleigh 1 month ago

Looking back I still Qnd it hard to understand why so many people were prepared to trust their health and future well being in an untested medical product produced by companies with very 
questionable histories and promoted by governments and media the world over. I was brought up to never believe what you see on tv, never believe what you read in the newspapers and never, ever 
believe what politicians tell you. This advice has served me well for over 60 years. The tragedy is that now the evidence is there for all to see, nobody needed these shots.

167 Reply

9 replies

Anecdotals Movie 10 days ago

Thank you for your comment! Many people didn't blindly trust the shots, but they were willing to try it (or forced by jobs) with the idea that something could go wrong, but if it DID go wrong, 
there would be help. That was the big shock for a lot of people... that there is no help for those who got injured and that we are censored.

17 Reply

Nick Firth 9 days ago

Mass stupidity, herd mentality and a touch of cowardice. People prefer doing what is easy rather than what they know to be right.

20 Reply

Anon FourtyQve 7 days ago

People in fear who can't actually control what they think is attacking them, so they trust those who they think can save them.

It's like the special potion merchant going village to village, with his special potion that will solve all their current problems. 
But with an extra-step.

5 Reply

Jeff Kissick 18 hours ago

It was the world's largest, most effective psy-op in the history of mankind.  I pray that someone comes up with a cure for those damaged.

6 Reply

Amath 8 hours ago

In my country (UK) most people trusted public health and the doctors, they outsourced their thinking to these people. It is a tragic situation for people who have had an adverse event. From my 
perspective only I witnessed lies and ramping of hysteria over covid which increased my vigilance when the same hysteria was transferred to taking an experimental vaccine. I physically and 
mentally took a step back and I am thankful for my scepticism.

2 Reply

Mary 5 hours ago

Fear.

Reply

Franny Leyden 3 hours ago

The answer is FEAR.

Reply

Vicki Roman 27 minutes ago

The least of which was evil Amazon's partnering with Moderna, who had never brought a product to market.

Reply

Kellie Chewning 2 weeks ago (edited)

That was so hard to watch. Really triggering. I'm the mother of a vaccine injured child. I've been Qghting for over 20 years and recovering my daughter for over 20 years.  I've been called everything in 
the book. I've been doxed, people have tried to ruin my business, they've created memes about me in pro-vaccine groups. They've mocked me, they've contacted my friends/family and harass them. 
It's been years of bullying and disbelieving. I've been debating doctors and scientist/medical personnel for years who never believed that those childhood vaccines could do the things that happened 
to my child. To our children. We've shown them the science, the haws in their studies, the ghost written papers, the phoney peer review, the toxic placebo's, the industry insiders meant to make us 
look pathologically insane(see WakeQeld/Deer). We've been Qghting this Qght for years and I hate to say this because I hate seeing all of your suffering, but this was inevitable because nobody would 
believe us. We've tried to stop this and get people to look into these agencies and into the childhood program for what feels like my entire adult life. We saw this coming. We were the Paul Revere's 
riding around shouting. The only good thing to come out of this nightmare is that we have more allies and I personally, after witnessing what we all can see, would prefer it to go back to the way it 
was. I don't need to see anyone else suffer. I'm so sorry this has happened to you all. It's why we Qght. Our children couldn't verbalize when these things would happen to them. They would just 
scream for hours until they would pass out. My hope is that you believe us now because that's the missing part that I keep seeing in all the new documentaries. It's like they downplay our suffering 
with the "we have more injuries than all the prior combined". Our children couldn't speak to tell us something was wrong and our doctors wrote us off. We didn't even know what VAERS was and most 
of them didn't either. Up until a couple of years ago I would ask anyone in medicine that I met if they knew what VAERS was. No idea. I'd ask them to name 3 ingredients in a vaccine. Blank stare. 
Most probably still don't. Hotetz says it's "saline". Those are the monsters you are up against. My hope is that we tear this entire system to the ground. It is unsustainable. Thank you for your Qlm. I've 
shared it out. I wish you perfect healing in every cell in your body. 
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Reply

8 replies

k valentine 13 days ago

I feel so much guilt over childhood vaccinating my children. I did not take the Covid Vax because I was awakening to how dangerous the ingredients were. My kids are def suffered personality 
changes with the DTaP 4 year shot.

10 Reply

Kellie Chewning 11 days ago

I'm terribly sorry. We just trusted they were telling the truth. Turns out they have never told the truth about any of them.

10 Reply

Anecdotals Movie 10 days ago

Thank you for sharing this. Hopefully the fact that this will help turn the tide for all of us, especially those of you who have been Qghting this for so many years. Thank you for your Qght!

10 Reply

Kali Schumacher 7 days ago

I believe you.

3 Reply

Elaine Hump 5 days ago

 @Kellie Chewning  can I follow you on fb or Twitter or whereever you post?

2 Reply

Samuel Inayat-Chisti 1 day ago

Thank YOU for sharing that with us, I am Qghting back the tears just reading it.  Thank you.

1 Reply

Corinne Vickey 14 hours ago

I am sorry for your heartache.  Learning what I have over the past 25 years about pharma , I agree we need to start again.  This system is not sustainable.  It has lost its way and our regulatory 
agencies along with it.  Namaste

1 Reply

Debbie Nehoff 9 hours ago

I totally hear what you are saying. I didnt jab my kids cause i looked 8nto it early on. My children then went n jabbed themselves at 18....hard to take but their call. Its hard when everyone has 
told us we are idiots...seems it is them after all. Pity whats happened but it had to come because this was always where the a...holes at the top were going. I feel for you and yours. 

Reply

Electricutie 10 days ago

I lost my co-op position and was forced to withdraw from school after having my exemption denied over and over on the basis that I questioned its safety and encacy, and was repeatedly told I 
needed to "do more research and be educated".  

Luckily I convinced both my parents to avoid it.  

Hopefully this is a big wake-up call to many.  This isn't politics gone wrong, this is politics operating normally, they just got caught.  And look how they still deny, hide, demonize, and vilify, when the 
evidence is so conclusive and overwhelming.  Do not forget this moment.  Trust your friends, family, neighbours, and community.  Not your 'leaders'.
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Reply

2 replies

Red & Black 13 days ago

Thank you. You're the 4th person to validate my injury since January 25th 2022, & since my Qrst reactions in 2021. To this day I'm met with "I can't help you" & "please don't come back & see me". 
2023 I'm not going away. I'm in agony & you WILL feel, hear and acknowledge my pain.

67 Reply

5 replies

LeLana Croft 12 days ago

Hugs and I hope that the awakening masses and the good doctors and nurses will eventually Qnd something to help you heal.

4 Reply

Anecdotals Movie 10 days ago

Yes! We are getting louder will be validated soon!

8 Reply

Kali Schumacher 7 days ago

I believe you, and I believe that you are able to heal from this injury. Take care of your health, give your body the things it needs, and stay strong throughout the hard times. This, too, shall pass.

1 Reply

Snuder 1 day ago

Keto diet is used for those who have neurological issues such as seizures,  with varying degrees of success.  It may be worth it to cut out the carbs, give it some time, see if that helps. Prayers 
for all of those that were injured!

3 Reply

Red & Black 10 hours ago

 @Snuder  thank you. I'm on a mostly vegetarian, no red meat, no white food diet. It's hard to cut out processed foods. Pain clinic & Rheumatologist put me on those diets but I'm going to look 
into keto diet more now you have suggested it, so did a physiotherapist. I could maybe combine vegetarian with keto. I need to keep my iron levels up, they've dropped. I can't eat much fat 
however die to high/borderline high cholesterol. I'll see what I can do. Thank you very much for the suggestion 

Reply

michael lovullo 1 month ago

My grandfather was a pharmacist for over 37 years. He told me that all pharmaceutical drugs have many negative impacts in our bodies. He also told me that the only time that it is acceptable to use 
pharmaceutical drugs is if you are going to die. I have been against this shot since the beginning. When I debate anybody on this topic they fall apart and have no idea what to say to me.

110 Reply

8 replies

Anecdotals Movie 1 month ago

It's so frustrating that people just want to argue. I tried to be gentle with this so people would listen and stop arguing. But will see...

20 Reply

michael lovullo 1 month ago

 @Anecdotals Movie  I am always very respectful in my manner of debate. I am basically against Qrst world health care. I think that we should go back to living and dieing naturally like we did 
for the Qrst hundred thousand years that we existed on this planet and save some resources for the people that come after us. When I debate the pro science people through the lens of us as 
a species instead of us as individuals. They literally don't know what to say.

11 Reply

Kim McLeod 2 weeks ago (edited)

Exactly!  Any and all pharmaceuticals can have adverse effects.

I can't understand 4 the life of me how some folks are oblivious to this fact.

6 Reply

Liberty 9 days ago

Yes!

3 Reply

Julia Harbeck 8 days ago

I never take any medications unless I need a antibiotic.   I was a nurse for 40 years.   My sickest patients were those on large amounts of medication, most to counteract the adverse reactions 
from the other meds they were on.   The patients who lived the longest, were the best mentally where the patients who didn't take medication.   When this vaccine rolled out and since I had 
covid already I decided to wait and see.  It wasn't long before I started hearing on my medical boards about people having problems with the shot.   Being Qrst responders they got the shots 
early.  They were all excited for it.  Then they were injured and no one would help.  Thank god for this movie.  I have spent over a year trying to draw attention to this.  No one listens, the silenc…
is deafening.
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Reply

sdrc92126 1 day ago (edited)

I know dozens of people who had covid in 2020. No hospitalizations and ony two people told me it was really bad, like the hu.  One 70 year old smoker and one 7 year old. The danger to most 
healthy non-elderly people was overhyped.

2 Reply

Marilyn Canicosa-Miles 1 day ago

Your grandfather’s is smart man!

3 Reply

Claire 2 weeks ago

A very impressive Qlm - and so interesting to note that the victims, the vaccine injured, were not deniers or skeptics - they, for the most part, willingly stepped up to get vaccinated either for 
themselves or for the greater good.    They were then abandoned by the medical industrial complex they had trusted and now must suffer the consequences of that misplaced trust.  My heart breaks 
for each of them - I have lost all faith in big government and big medicine (and big education)

65 Reply

3 replies

Cynthia Stevens 5 hours ago

"For the greater good..." repeated historically for thousands of years with the same results of human suffering.

2 Reply

H.E. Bach Northern 4 hours ago

I don't even have faith in my doctor and haven't seen her in over a year.  I explained my position on the jab and she just blew it off.  Now I don't trust her

1 Reply

Agneta Sundberg 1 month ago

It is shocking to see the medical community government and the responsible for this atrocity  acting like cowards. It’s time to have a new Nuremberg trial  NOW!

138 Reply

9 replies

Mark RIsmond 1 day ago

That's what I've been saying in Canada ever since the charter of rights and freedoms was being trampled on. Nuremberg 2.0 LETS GO!!!

4 Reply

Samuel Inayat-Chisti 1 day ago

YES!!! Greetings from Berlin.

3 Reply

Valerie R 19 hours ago

I agree!  Nuremberg Trials 2.0 ASAP!!

3 Reply

Kathy Clymer 18 hours ago

Yes, I agree!  These injured people are saying they are still pro V and just wanting to be acknowledged.  Where are those that are saying this V has to STOP.  Some are even saying they just 
want people to have a choice and I say that this poison should not even be on the market to have the choice.

2 Reply

Getloose360 16 hours ago

Record proQts!!!!

2 Reply

Valerie R 14 hours ago

 @Kathy Clymer   I agree!

1 Reply

RougeBaba 13 hours ago (edited)

We are stuck with the ancient question: custodiens custodes?
Who guards the guards?
I could see the sense in calling for Nuremberg style courts if our governing authorities were just and honest. Unfortunately, the ones who hold the power to institute such courts are among the 
very ones who ought to be charged.…
What is left for those of us who know the truth and seek justice, is to speak to our friends, neighbors and family in hopes of spreading noncompliance on a massive scale.
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Reply

UpNorthOfThe49th 10 days ago (edited)

My Dad suffered a severe heart attack after mistakenly putting my freshly vaxed Uncles mask on. It was an accident that nearly cost him his life. The Cardiologist recognized it was shedding. My Dad 
has deteriorated so badly since this adverse reaction. It was within minutes of grabbing the wrong mask out of the van to walk into a business to grad an item. I can't imagine he would be alive if he 
had actually taken the vax. My mother was over sedated to keep her in her room during covid at a temp care home for an Ulcer surgery as they didn't want them in the hospital to recover the 3 weeks. 
She had an adverse reaction to the sedatives and died on the day she was to be released and cleared to go home. There are so many adverse effects just due to incompetence within the system of 
health care. At all costs stay away from those freshly vaccinated as Shedding is a very real and alarming effect of the vaccinated. Everyone around me in public have been vaccinated and I now 
suffer heart palpitations.  Thank God my husband, myself refused it. I pray for everyone in this Qlm. May God have mercy on our ignorance and blind faith in those who don't deserve it.
We refused the vaccine due to our Dr. taking an early retirement at age 45, by saying he could not ethically nor morally give this poison out. He saved our lives and many others. He refused to 
recommend it to anyone. A Good Man. I fear each and every day for my youngest son who was forced to the last min to take a shot he wanted nothing to do with due to his employer. Please God, 
Damn Those Who Pushed this on the Public.

24
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Reply

1 reply

bren 2 weeks ago

i don't know what it's gonna take for yall to realize, none of this is a mistake

73 Reply

7 replies

Pam 8 days ago

I totally agree 

8 Reply

lindahodel1 1 day ago

Indeed, a PLANDEMIC!!!!

6 Reply

Cheryl Ketchum 16 hours ago

Right!!!

1 Reply

Toppa 15 hours ago

Genocide

2 Reply

H.E. Bach Northern 5 hours ago

Lisa Marie Presley and Diamond from Diamond and Silk just died this past Thursday.  Both early 50's heart attacks

1 Reply

Sam Ali 4 hours ago

Absolutely by design

1 Reply

Chips179 1 month ago

Thank you for this video. I am in absolute tears. No one has even captured my story except realnotrare. 21 months to breathe. All the same crap, numerous doctors, reported to Vaers, CDC and 
Mod&rna. People pretending we don’t exist. Silencing our true stories. The internal tremors, the loss of muscle use, the vertigo and constantly feeling like you’re dying. Thank you for being a voice for 
ALL of us who have been injured. I only had one dose and it has taken almost two years to begin to heal.

112 Reply

14 replies

Anecdotals Movie 1 month ago

Thank you for sharing! This is the reason I made this movie so it makes me so emotional to know that I'm touching people, and we are not alone!

15 Reply

Ghost In The Machine 1 month ago

Take the supplement NAC. It may help you.
God bless 

10 Reply

K Lo 2 weeks ago

I am 21 months post vaccine for Astrazeneca, I had systemic inhammation including heart and internal tremors and neurological and lymphatic issues. I have taken many supplements from 
the vaccine protocols, many things have gotten better except the muscle weakness and internal tremors. I think we got our nervous systems damaged. The doctor told me they don't know how 
it gets into the bloodstream for some people and told me I would get better in time but neither he nor my family doctor reported my symptoms. I still have a swollen shoulder from the injection 
site and neither my doctor, the ER doctors nor the cardiologist would look at it. Is it because it would prove I have a vaccine injury? I never received medical care or direction other than tests.

12 Reply

Red & Black 13 days ago

Me too  keep going  it's a new me too movement

7 Reply

Ghost In The Machine 11 days ago

 @K Lo  
It gets into the bloodstream because through incompetence it was being injected into veins instead of muscle.

6 Reply

Ghost In The Machine 11 days ago

 @Red & Black  
Yes, but not a ‘me too’ movement the mainstream media want to talk about.

8 Reply

Red & Black 11 days ago

 @Ghost In The Machine  NAC I've been on for 4 years. My Rheumatologist put me on it, with Vitamin D, zinc, L-glutamine & R-Alpha Lipoic Acid. None stop the nerve pain, R-Alpha Lipoic Acid 
dials it down from 9/10 to 7/10 at best. But NAC does help your immune system as it breaks down mucus & those do help me avoid Covid or severe symptoms (I hope), that is the goal at 
least. My blood tests have been perfect since taking those & my inhammation markers are almost normal. I am now wondering why my blood tests are normal but my pain has increased & I'm  
in so much AGONY & require a wheelchair more often than not. Immunologist at the Covid Vaccine Safety Clinic said it could be CIDP with CRPS immune response, not sure on Guillain-Barre …
Syndrome or MS, but now I'm beginning to stumble & fall. Like I'm drunk, I just stagger & fall over holding a hose to water my lawn cos I stepped sideways. I fall over just walking. I don't get 
dizzy. I just stumble. YAY, new symptoms every 3 months!!
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Reply

Ghost In The Machine 11 days ago

 @Red & Black  
God bless you 

6 Reply

George Y 10 days ago

So sorry= praying for you Chips179.   Stay strong and bless u!!

4 Reply

Stephen 7 days ago

And realnotrare disappeared, I still worry what happened to them.  Various people were threatened off the internet for researching this stuff early on.

2 Reply

Show more replies

Elizabeth Olson 10 days ago (edited)

Thank you, Jennifer Sharp, for making this movie and giving the vaccine injured a voice. 

Everyone, share with a few — or many — friends, family, doctors and others. 

Ask questions. Listen to the answers. Try not to judge. Try not to be politician. Be compassionate. Be human. CARE!
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Reply

Chloe George 2 weeks ago

You should be allowed to question science. That's the very deQnition of Science ffs...

24 Reply

Tammie Lockhart 9 days ago

Thank you for this video. I had a reaction within minutes of receiving my only vaccine on December 19, 2020. My heart was racing, dizziness and constant palpitations. That was the start of my 2 
year long nightmare. I developed autonomic dysfunction. I had to quit working . I was bedridden for 8 months. I was dismissed and gaslit by my doctors. I didn’tget any real help and 
acknowledgement until 1 year later. I’m still suffering over 2 years later. As a healthcare provider, this has been a very depressing and eye opening experience

9 Reply

1 reply

Steve T 2 weeks ago

I've made a lot of mistakes in my time, but I'm grateful that the poke wasn't one of them. Thank you Alex Jones, for warning those of us who heard you, starting like 15 years ago. I wish more people 
listened.

49 Reply

2 replies

Creagh Boone 1 month ago

You did a phenomenal job putting this together. Thank you for giving us a voice  injured by 1 dose pQzer May 1,2021

83 Reply

5 replies

MindyKay 1 month ago

This was beautifully put together! Thank you for this. People NEED to be heard. 

82 Reply

1 reply

Luke Belderes 1 month ago

I’ve been disabled now for 20 months after the PQzer vaccine. Myocarditis, Pericarditis, POTS has left me unable to work, move or live anything that even remotely resembles my life.

52 Reply

6 replies

Nursegrl 1 month ago

Thank you for sharing.  I developed transverse myelitis after my PQzer.  Woke up paralyzed.  In the past 2 years, I’ve had paralysis (still do), had 2 TIAs, developed a fatty tumor in my heart, mitral 
valve prolapse, mitral regurgitation, hemangioma in my C5 vertebrae, livedo reticularis, MCAS, SFN, horriQc tinnitus, loss of bladder/bowel control, widespread lymphadenopathy, just to name a few.  I 
was recently diagnosed with CPTSD/anxiety/depression and as my mother said “who wouldn’t have CPTSD/anxiety/depression after all you been through?”  I’ll add aseptic meningitis to the list 
because I developed it after an IVIG infusion used to treat the transverse myelitis.  It’s a known possible side effect to IVIG.  I was a nurse.  Now I work at a desk doing prior authorizations for 8 hrs a…

day.  In January, my powerchair will come in.  I had to buy a new car to haul it in and still need a bathroom remodel.  I can barely work and don’t know where the money for all of this will come from.
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Reply

3 replies

No One 2 weeks ago

I am so sorry. Lifting you up in prayers, hoping for a miracle. 

6 Reply

Vidhyut Kargutkar 23 hours ago

Reply

NJ H 4 hours ago

You need to take the word of God serious. Through Jesus, he can heal you supernaturally. 
First, Confess your sins to him and accept he died for you. If you truly believe, God will heal you

Reply

Donna Zuk Adley 2 weeks ago

I lost my job of 10 years because I "took" too long while out on FMLA from my vaccine injuries. My doctor gave me a medical exemption  but jobs refused to accept it

28 Reply

1 reply

Qthetruth 12 days ago

Thank you for putting this together I my wife and my Qve kids will never take it because we knew something was not right we all had gotten sick with covid for a week and that's it but I watched so 
many of my friends pass away after there Vax for covid three weeks ago my 36 year old friend to took her Vax for work came home sick went to sleep and never woke up doctors say she had a heart 
attack I also lost my dad after his Vax it attacked his brain so bad he forgot how to eat and swallow and ate his Hardaway so bad he had no blood pressure and ultimately passed away and doctors 
wouldn't listen 59 years old I don't have my friends or my father anymore because of the evil people I feel so lost because doctors will not listen

15 Reply

1 reply

P.J. Miletich 13 days ago

All medical and pharmaceutical CEO'S,  board of directors, CDC board, WHO, hospital directors, AMA board, Media, etc, all need to be tried for crimes against humanity

25 Reply

Christina Boling 1 month ago (edited)

I will be a year out on December 15, 2022. Even though I have made progress, my life is still very different, my health problems are severe, and I am disabled.

Thank you for making this video.

31 Reply

1 reply

MARILEE SHAFER 13 days ago

Thank you for being strong enough to make this documentary in spite of all that you have gone through.  You are telling my story and at least four of my friends.  All injured and changed.  I will share 
this with as many people as I can.

30 Reply

Gretchen Bates 1 month ago

Thank you for this expose. I am unvaccinated, but I have MS, so some of the symptoms that described by these vax injured people I have experienced- albeit in milder forms. I wouldn't wish those 
symptoms on anyone. I pray for those injured and those who are Qghting for lost loved ones.

42 Reply

1 reply

IAm Nana Nagatsuki 1 month ago

I'm 18 minutes in and I just want to thank you for making this. 

I hope this comment isn't too long:
…

I took the third dose back in April of 2022 (April 12th to be exact) and within a few minutes to about an hour I started getting chest pains that I would describe as a pitch like sensation (I ignored it 
due to a prior history of this which was grief related in 2017). 

After a day or two it stopped and I felt okay but it was April 26 at 1:15 pm that my life changed. Earlier in the morning I was snaking on some chips and took a family member to an appointment and 
while waiting in the waiting room I started to feel my heart rate go up and I started to feel hot (I drank water prior to leaving the house). I tried to do breathing exercises to calm it down but it wasn't 
stopping and by the time I got home I drank some more water and that's when my heart rate calmed down. 

I'm unsure of what day this started but all I remember is I was laying down and all of a sudden i felt this bubbling sensation in my stomach then my heart rate shot up and I started to feel this 
pressure in my head (speciQcally on the right side) like something was pressing down on it. I shot up in bed and then stood up to get some more water and my heart rate slowed down as if nothing 
happened then the pressure sensation stopped. 

This symptom was very persistent but I didn't connect it with the jab. 

I have no memory of what happened on April  27th (Wednesday) or 28th (Thursday) but Friday April 29th was when I was up early in the morning going back and forth to the bathroom throughout 
that day (Not to be tmi but when I had that urge my heart rate would go up then the right side of my neck would start to hurt). 

Around 6-7pm that day I took a vitamin C and D supplement and it clamed my body's reaction down. Around that week I wasn't really eating food I was mostly eating Fruits and drinking bottles of 
water. I felt Constipated/Bloated

My mouth kept feeling dry despite all the water.

The symptom that made me seek Medical help was when I had this pain develop on the very right side of my chest (near my arm pit area). It shot down to my bottom rib then went to the left rib then 
stopped. 

In the month of May I started to develop pains in my right arm (I was not injected in this arm). It would start on the outer part of my bicep then would go up to my shoulder then my neck then my 
head (This went on for weeks off and on). I would then get pains in both my inner and outer thighs (in the upper area). I would once in a while get knee pain but would ignore it. 

This was around the time I found a woman named Christina Boling who like me also took 3 and suffered similar side effects. That's what Inspired me to open my own Twitter proQle and tell my story. 

 
After many tests the cardiologist wasn't able to Qnd anything wrong. I was then given an inhaler (I think it was because one or both of my lungs had some inhammation). 

Early June was my last appointment and that's when I asked him if he believed in the concept of adverse reactions to the jab and he said he did but he didn't think I would fall under that category 
because I wasn't as severe compared to the others. 

I told him about Maddie and he downplayed that by talking about people who take Tylenol can suffer liver damage then I told him about Brook Jackson and the whole clinical trial issue he then tells 
me they "Qxed it" (which to this day I still don't know what he was going on about). 

I started to cry at that point because I knew I was hitting a brick wall I didn't know where else to go or what to do. He then told me "Tell me if I'm wrong" and I didn't say anything at that point.

I then told him again about my heart rate shooting up like crazy at night and how it impacted my sleep 

He then gave me a low dosage of a beta blocker and then told me to take half of it before going to bed. 

He then said he would follow up but I never heard anything back and I didn't bother calling I felt that at that point he just didn't want to bother with my case anymore. 

Around Late June to Early July that's when my reaction began to calm down and I was able to feel better. 

There was something in August that happened involving soup but I didn't bother going to another doctor to conQrm it. 

Once in a while I still get chest pains but its mostly in the upper parts of my chest area. 

Usually they stop when I drink some pine needle tea (which has become my best friend). 

To this day I have not reported my adverse reaction.
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Julia Harbeck 9 days ago

Thank you for this well made Qlm.   I have been trying for over a year to get people to listen with compassion and offer help to the injured.  As a former nurse I was extremely upset to see how this 
clinical trial was ran and how people with adverse reactions were ignored and ridiculed.    I was in shock when people who had reactions were told to take another shot.   I was concerned enough 
after seeing how they ran this clinical trial to not get the shot.   I am so happy I did not but my son did and he has been having problems every since his shot.   This should be illegal what they have 
done, they knew it wouldn't stop the virus but lied and said it would, they knew people were harmed and they hid them away.  I will continue to be a voice also.  I have been shadow banned, lost …
friends, censored but I took a oath to be my patients advocate and even retired I will keep trying.
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Kev 9 days ago

If your heart doesn't bleed whilst watching this; you may not be human.

11 Reply

Nenah - Starting From Scratch 2 weeks ago

Thank you - I experienced adverse reaction within 20 minutes that evolved and day 4 in ER. I was sent off and my GP said I probably had an emotional reaction. Was recommended to see a 
counselor. All at the same time my leftside of my body was numb dragging my leftside. My experience was terrifying for me. Watching this video is so helpful bc I see I’m not alone. I want to say 
thank you for the documentary and thank you to the ppl are able to share their experiences. I hope one day this will get more attention

44 Reply
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Thinking Squirrel 1 month ago

Thank you so much for speaking up for us 

37 Reply

1 reply

Kim McLeod 2 weeks ago

Great job on the movie...  

Guilt tripping and shaming are tactics that "abusers" use to bully, manipulate and gaslight people into compliance.
…

Me knowing how that psychology works on folks is a huge reason I knew that this mess was BS!

I have a "no abuse" policy and I'll never trust individuals or entities who resort to these tactics.17
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Mumu FAVRE 2 weeks ago

I saw your movie here in France and found it very well done  Thank you for the good job you're making to have these stories heard. May the force be with you all, injured people 
I would love to have a French version to share it here.
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Chips179 1 month ago

I also have to put Maimonides Hospital in a Brooklyn on blast who has anxiety all throughout my charts and ER visits. They would not acknowledge my concerns or my truth and mental problems and 
anxiety is all throughout my chart. I wrote two complaints that have gone unanswered by the staff at that hospital. One nurse have the nerve to tell me it’s impossible because the vaccine is 100 
percent safe. She told me this after I told her I was injured and she is wrong
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Kate McG 10 days ago

Wow. Just wow. I'm surprised it's still available on YouTube ! Fantastic movie, thank you so much for putting this together, for putting your neck on the line, but mostly, for standing up with courage 
and sharing this truth with the world. Applauded 
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Anecdotals Movie 10 days ago

Thank you! Youtube took it down and then decided to allow it. So it's here to stay - hopefully!

14 Reply

D Rutter 1 day ago

 @Anecdotals Movie  I'm also very glad and surprised it's still up! Thank you for speaking up. Excellent editing.

2 Reply

Lisa Waterhouse 1 month ago

Disgusting Criminality!! These poor people  justice for those complicit won’t undo their injuries but lets hope they are compensated and they live to see the Nuremberg trials in 2023.
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Joann Marotta-Nellis 1 month ago

This was so well done. My heart breaks for humanity. We have to keep speaking out. Every body is different. Every human being is an individual. Why that has been forgotten is horrible. I’ve had Supra 
ventricular tachycardia my entire life. I saw many people  developing tachycardia post shot. I got very frightened. I had a Dr suggest I wait on it but wasn’t allowed to write me an exemption. My 
profession and my state wouldn’t have accepted it anyway. I pray for all who are suffering and stand beside all of you. God bless you.
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Ben Cutler 2 weeks ago

Thank you for putting this together. December 15th 2021 I got myopericarditis from my 3rd v  and my anecdotal experience has been in-line with what's in this video. I had never heard of any of 
these AEs, I had no idea that people with injuries are being sidelined, and I had no idea the risks are so high. I got somewhat lucky that myopericarditis is well known enough so I didn't have to deal 
with the gaslighting others have had to deal with.
…

One point that's worth keeping in mind is that the number of people who Qnd out about this is really only going to go up. Uptake for the newest v  is only ~12 or so percent, Elon loosening 
censorship rules on Twitter + unleashing censored doctors (some of whom are in this video), and the fact that this video was un-removed all make me optimistic that public opinion will shift the 
same way it did for all sorts of other pharmaceutical products which have caused harm. We just have to keep getting our messages out there!!15
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B Buttereysoul98 2 weeks ago

OMG! This is ME!!! I had NO symptoms of MS prior to the vaccine in 2021. My body went into a major neurological ‘meltdown’ and by the time I got to the hospital, my legs would not move, my face 
was numb, my arm was burning, my hand was numb and I was shaking majorly like I had Parkinson’s… It took months of rehabilitation and MULTIPLE monthly infusions for me to be able to function 
semi-normally again. When I say “semi-normally,” that is still far from where I was at physically as a healthy, active person. My life is FOREVER changed and I don’t know where to turn for help! :( 
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Freedom Lover 

🇨🇦

11 days ago

Excellent Qlm. Really well Qlmed and edited showing the lies that continue to be told in the face of irrefutable evidence of the harms committed to so many. Bless you all. 0:08

6 Reply

barbara paul 1 month ago

My daughter went to the hospital after her second.  We had no help from anyone. The ER claimed heat related on the morning a cool day in September.
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My daughter went to the hospital after her second.  We had no help from anyone. The ER claimed heat related on the morning a cool day in September.
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